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BIGGEST MISTAKES OTHERS CAN MAKE WITH YOU

The following statements are generated from your Component Need scores. Carefully read each

statement and check the ones that are most significant to you. Remember, a statement appears

because it may be significant for you, not because it is significant. Only you can decide which

statements are most relevant to you.

Beating about the bush with you

Forcing you to participate unnecessarily in group activities

Failing to make it clear exactly who is in charge

Interrupting when you are concentrating
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YOUR STRENGTHS

Now let's identify the strengths that make you uniquely you.  These strengths were generated based on

your Birkman Interests scores and Birkman Component scores. Carefully read each statement and

check the ones that are most significant to you.

You like influencing people directly, persuading them to your point of view or training them

You enjoy and can be effective at helping other people and making their lives better or more

productive

You enjoy working with numbers, or being involved with tasks that involve the use or

manipulation of numbers

You are straightforward and find it fairly easy to speak your mind, even with superiors

You are structured and organized in your thinking and approach, and you bring these

tendencies to the work you do

You tend to be something of a natural authority figure; you can take charge when there

seems to be a lack of leadership

You are competitive, and are prepared to work hard in order to be the best

You have a high energy level, and like to be busy doing things rather than thinking about

them

You like to have plenty of variety in your work, and to have more than one task to do at a

time
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HANDLING CONFLICT

The following statements are generated from your Component Usual, Component Need and Component

Stress scores.  Carefully read each statement and check the ones that are most significant to you.

Remember, a statement appears because it may be significant for you, not because it is significant.

Only you can decide which statements are most relevant for you.

SECTION A: Your effective approach to handling conflict

Engage directly with key players, instead of attempting to avoid the issue

Prefer to take a structured or step-by-step approach to dealing with conflict

A naturally authoritative person, you find it easy to direct conflict situations, even if other

people try to dominate

Understand that people are often in conflict because each one of them wants to win, and

so look for solutions that can preserve that competitive element between them

See action rather than reflection as the key to solving conflict issues

You believe that it's often the secondary issues that cause conflict, and you like to

investigate those

SECTION B: Your less effective approach

Can be too terse and direct with some individuals, sometimes upsetting them without

realizing it

Can be too resistive in handling conflict issues in a group setting

Can become domineering, dealing with others by attempting to dominate rather than

engage constructively with other people

Conflict can become an opportunity for you to win, perhaps at the expense of others

Secondary or less relevant issues can start to assume a disproportionately large

importance

SECTION C: Increasing your effectiveness

Get advice and input from key individuals who will be direct and straightforward with you
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HANDLING CONFLICT

If possible, get away from the group for at least a while and reconsider the issues

Make sure you know who is "in charge"

Try to limit distractions when you are focusing on the issue
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RELATIONAL DISRUPTERS

The following statements are generated from your Component Usual and Component Need scores.

Carefully read each statement and check the ones that are most significant to you.  Remember, a

statement appears because it may be significant for you, not because it is significant.  Only you can

decide which statements are most relevant to you.

SECTION A: How you may upset others without intending to do so

You can be direct and straightforward in one-on-one encounters, and this can upset some

co-workers who prefer you be more diplomatic

You are organized and detail-oriented, and some co-workers don't need as much structure

as you may bring to your interactions with them

You are a natural authority figure, and you can appear more domineering or threatening to

quieter co-workers than you may realize

You have a natural competitiveness, and this can disturb those co-workers who think more

in terms of general rather than individualized rewards

You are naturally energetic, and therefore you may sometimes be tempted to over-schedule

your co-workers

You are able to multitask fairly easily, and some co-workers may need more time to focus

their attentions than you realize

SECTION B: How others may unintentionally annoy you

You may become impatient with co-workers who find it hard to talk with you directly and

frankly

You can tend to be less responsive to requests for meetings that come from others,

suspecting that such meetings may be a waste of your time

You can think that co-workers who prefer to use guidance rather than commands or orders

are ineffective at directing others

You can feel resentful when you are interrupted in some task where you are concentrating

hard
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RELATIONAL DISRUPTERS

SECTION C: Avoiding "derailers" and becoming more effective

Give some co-workers a little more time. Identify those associates who can find it hard to

be direct with you. Allow them a little more time to feel comfortable in one-on-one sessions

with them

Be friendly. Push yourself to participate in those little social rituals with co-workers. Be

present for at least some of their informal group interactions. Learn to value the power of

larger meetings that are not called by you

Rein yourself in over authority issues. Learn daily which situations can benefit from asking,

"What do the rest of you think?" Learn to be patient with those who find it hard to speak up

Understand that some co-workers do better when they divide their attention between tasks

instead of focusing on one thing. Where it is possible, allow them to do this
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MOTIVATING YOU FOR BEST PERFORMANCE

The following statements are generated from your Birkman Interests scores and your Component Need

scores.  Carefully read each statement and check the ones that are most significant to you.  Remember,

a statement appears because it may be significant for you, not because it is significant.  Only you can

decide which statements are most relevant for you. 

Respond readily to opportunities to influence others directly

Particularly responsive to situations where you can help others

Motivated by tasks involving numbers or statistics

Prefer direct, no-nonsense instructions and encouragement

Are most self-motivated when allowed some time to work alone or with a very small group

Most effective when directed by someone you see as a natural authority figure

Let you concentrate -- others shouldn't interrupt if it's avoidable
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HOW YOU PREFER OTHERS TALK TO YOU

The following statements are generated from your Component Need scores. Carefully read each

statement and check the ones that are most significant to you. Remember, a statement appears

because it may be significant for you, not because it is significant. Only you can decide which

statements are most relevant to you.

Get to the point. Don't worry too much about hurting your feelings

If the subject is important, talk to you alone

Don't be afraid to disagree openly with you as long as you appear to be relishing active

debate

Keep irrelevant matters to an absolute minimum


